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Abstract
Plurality rule selects whichever alternative is most preferred by the greatest number of 
voters. The majoritarian principle states that if a simple majority of voters agree on the 
most preferred alternative, then it must be selected uniquely. Lepelley (RAIRO-Recherche 
Opérationnelle 26: 361–365, 1992) adopts a proof by contradiction approach to show that 
plurality is the only scoring rule satisfying the majoritarian principle. We make use of the 
relationship that majoritarianism implies faithfulness to present a new proof allowing us to 
derive limits on the size of the group for which a particular scoring rule will satisfy majori-
tarianism without restricting voter preferences. We then determine the limits for three 
specific faithful scoring rules where voters rank the alternatives: positive/negative voting, 
wherein one point is awarded to a voter’s top preference and one point is subtracted from a 
voter’s bottom preference; Borda, in which an equal increase in points is awarded to each 
successively higher rank; and Dowdall, for which rank points entail an harmonic sequence. 
Comparing these rules by the sizes of group and alternative set combinations for which 
they are majoritarian we find that Borda is dominated by positive/negative voting, and both 
are dominated by Dowdall. We also derive the relative point gaps between certain pairs of 
rankings beyond which a scoring rule will not be majoritarian for any group of more than 
two voters.

Keywords Axiomatic characterization · Social choice function · Plurality · Majoritarian

JEL code: D71

1 Introduction

Plurality rule selects whichever alternative is most preferred by the greatest number of vot-
ers. A variety of axiomatic characterizations of plurality have been developed that often 
focus on its uniqueness as a scoring rule to be independent of Pareto-dominated alter-
natives (Richelson 1978a; Ching 1996) or in its simplicity of required information from 
voters for eliciting their more favored alternatives (Goodin and List 2006; Yeh 2008; 
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Sekiguchi 2012). Lepelley (1992) characterizes plurality as being the only scoring rule to 
respect the majority preference if one exists.1

In particular, Lepelley presented a proof by contradiction to identify plurality as the 
only rule to satisfy anonymity, neutrality, reinforcement, continuity and majoritarianism. 
Anonymity requires that all voters are treated equally in how their votes are aggregated to 
determine the selected alternatives and neutrality requires that all alternatives be treated 
the same in the manner in which they may be selected. Reinforcement requires that if any 
overlap exists in the selected alternatives from two disjoint groups of voters, then those, 
and only those, alternatives must be selected when the two groups are combined. Continu-
ity requires that if an alternative is selected uniquely by one group, then there must exist a 
large enough multiple of that group that when combined with any other disjoint group, the 
same alternative still will be selected. Those properties are jointly satisfied by a voting rule 
if and only if it is a scoring rule (Young 1975). Finally, majoritarianism requires that when 
a majority of the group has the same top preference, that alternative must be the unique 
selection.

A majoritarian rule is faithful in that when the group consists of just one person, the 
“majority’s” selection reflects that voter’s top preference. By making direct use of faithful-
ness, we are able to construct a different proof2 of Lepelley’s plurality characterization that 
also reveals the relationship between the highest, second highest, and lowest number of 
assigned points on a ballot that will enable a scoring rule to satisfy majoritarianism given 
the size of the voting group. We then compare three faithful scoring rules other than plu-
rality: positive/negative, wherein one point is awarded to a voter’s top preference and one 
point is subtracted from a voter’s bottom preference; Borda, in which an equal increase in 
points is awarded to each successively higher rank; and Dowdall, for which rank points 
reflect an harmonic series. We find that Borda is the most limited rule because it is majori-
tarian only when four persons select among three alternatives. In contrast, the positive/
negative rule will be majoritarian for a group of four voters regardless of the number of 
available alternatives. Dowdall performs even better on that criterion as it is majoritarian 
whenever three, four, or six persons are in the group and also some slightly larger groups 
when the alternative set has from three to five alternatives. We then indicate a modification 
of Dowdall that will increase further the number of voters in a group and still maintain 
majoritarianism. Finally, we show that any scoring rule for which the second highest num-
ber of assigned points on a ballot exceeds the fewest points by more than two-thirds of the 

1 Some of the social choice properties have multiple names. Our focus is on the property we refer to here 
as majoritarianism, which was called “weak Condorcet” by Lepelley (1992), the unified majority principle 
by Richelson (1978b), the majority criterion by Dougherty and Edward (2011), and majority consistent by 
Heckelman (2015), whereas violating the condition has been described as the absolute majority (winner) 
paradox (Felsenthal 2012; Felsenthal and Nurmi 2018). In addition, Lepelley (1992) referred to reinforce-
ment as consistency, following Young’s (1974) original introduction of the property. Young would later 
switch to calling it reinforcement (e.g., Young 1995) when that label became prominent. Both terms are still 
in use (see, for example, Miller (forthcoming) and Heckelman and Ragan (2020)).
 Similarly, a variety of names have been adopted to describe the voting rules discussed herein and defined 
below. For example, Lepelley (1992) referred to plurality as simple majority. It also goes by the names 
relative majority (Golder 2005) and first-past-the-post (Miller 2014). The positive/negative rule is some-
times called best-worst (García-Lapresta et al. 2010). A more formal label for Borda is the method of marks 
(Kilgour et al. 2020). Dowdall is known as harmonic voting in the computational literature (Filos-Ratsikas 
et al. 2019).
2 Lepelley’s paper also is entirely in French, which may make it less accessible to some readers.
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difference between the most and fewest points, will not be majoritarian for any group of 
more than two voters.

2  Notation and definitions

Let V = {1, ..., n} represent the set of voters deciding on the finite set of alternatives 
A = {a1, ..., am} . Let Di represent the transitive, asymmetric and complete binary prefer-
ence relation of the alternatives in A for voter i ∈ V  . The set of all m! linear orderings over 
A  is denoted by D. Then the profile D = (D1, ...,Dn) represents the n-tuple of preference 
orderings Di on A, D ∈ � where � = D

n is the set of all feasible linear preference pro-
files. A social choice function (SCF) F assigns to each profile D a subset F(D) of A, where 
F(D) = C(F,D) ⊆ A such that for all D ∈ � , C(F,D) ≠ �. Two SCFs F,F′ are considered 
equivalent if and only if ∀D ∈ �, C(F�,D) = C(F,D).

An SCF F is a scoring rule when it can be represented by a vector s = (s1, ..., sm) for 
which sr designates the number of points to assign to each rank r of a voter’s ordering. Let 
�a
r
 represent the number of voters for whom a ∈ A is ranked r and define �a =

∑m

r=1
�a
r
sr . 

Then for any scoring rule F, a ∈ C(F,D) ↔ �a ≥ �b ∀b ∈ A�{a} . A scoring rule F is 
known as a positional system if ∀r ∈ {1, ...,m − 1}, sr ≥ sr+1, and s1 > sm. Finally, desig-
nate the vector of point totals for set A as � = (�1, ...,�m), and let S = {sr ∶ 1 ≤ r ≤m}.

The most popular scoring rule is plurality, defined as follows. 

Plurality  s1 = 1, sr = 0 for r > 1.

 We rely on an equivalence in the characterization proof of plurality, highlighting it here to 
make explicit a well-known result.

Lemma 1 Let F′ be a scoring rule defined as s�
1
= 𝛼, s�

r
= 𝛽 for r > 1. If F is plurality, then 

∀D ∈ �, ∀𝛼 > 𝛽, C(F�,D) = C(F,D).

Proof Let g(X) be a monotonic transformation of X. Then 
g(x) = argmaxg(X) ↔ x = argmax X . Given any 𝛼 > 𝛽, F′ can be repre-
sented by the monotonic transformation s�

r
= (� − �)sr + � , ∀r ≤ m . Thus, 

��a ≥ ��b ∀b ∈ A�{a} ↔ �a ≥ �b ∀b ∈ A�{a} so ∀a ∈ A, a ∈ C(F�,D) ↔ a ∈ C(F,D).  
 ◻

Young (1975) proved that a social choice function F is a scoring rule if and only if F is 
anonymous, neutral, reinforces and is continuous. 

Anonymity  ∀D ∈ �, for any i, j ∈ V , [D�
i
= Dj, D�

j
= Di, and D�

k
= Dk, ∀k ≠ i, j]

→ C(F,D�) = C(F,D).

Neutrality  Let Ψ represent the set of all possible permutations over A. Then 
∀� ∈ Ψ, ∀D ∈ �, C(F,�[D]) = �[C(F,D)].

Reinforcement  Denote D′ and D′′ as the vector of preference orderings on A for 
V ′,V ′′ ⊂ V . Then for all V ′,V ′′ : V � ∩ V �� = � and V � ∪ V �� = V  , 
C(F,D�) ∩ C(F,D��) ≠ � → C(F,D) = C(F,D�) ∩ C(F,D��).

Continuity  Let hD represent h repetitions of D. Then a sufficiently large integer q exists 
such that ∀D,D� ∈ �, ∀h ≥ q, C(F,D) = {a} → C(F,D� ∪ hD) = {a}.
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To the foregoing set of properties, Lepelley added majoritarianism to uniquely characterize 
plurality rule. 

Majoritarian  ∀D ∈ �, ∀a ∈ A, 𝜂a
1
>

n

2
→ C(F,D) = {a}.

Before presenting the main theorem, we introduce another property that does not appear in 
the theorem, along with a simple lemma related to it that will assist in the theorem proof. 

Faithful  ∀D ∈ � ∶ V = {j}, [a ∈ A, a ≻j b ∀b ∈ A�{a}] → C(F,D) = {a}.

An SCF is faithful when the selected alternative for a group consisting of only one person 
is that person’s top preference. It should be clear that a scoring rule is faithful if and only 
if s1 > sr ∀r > 1. We will refer to scoring rules for which argmaxS ≠ {s1} as “unfaithful”.

Lemma 2 If a scoring rule F is majoritarian, then argmax S = {s1}.

Proof The proof is trivial because majoritarianism implies faithfulness.   ◻

3  Theorem and derivation

We now present the main theorem.

Theorem A social choice function F is anonymous, neutral, reinforceable, continuous and 
majoritarian if and only if it is plurality. (Lepelley 1992)

Proof We know from Young (1975) that a social choice function F is anonymous, neutral, 
reinforceable and continuous if and only if it is a scoring rule. We therefore focus on prov-
ing that plurality is the only majoritarian scoring rule.

Let �∗ ⊂ � represent the set of all profiles such that there exists a w ∈ A ∶ 𝜂w
1
>

n

2
 . F 

is majoritarian if and only if, for all D ∈ �
∗ , C(F,D) = {w} . Because F is a scoring rule, 

majoritarianism requires 𝜋w > 𝜋a ∀a ∈ A�{w} . First, suppose that F is a positional sys-
tem. Then �w ≥ �w

1
s1 + (n − �w

1
)sm . Similarly, �a ≤ (n − �w

1
)s1 + �w

1
s2,∀a ∈ A�{w} . Thus, 

𝜋w > 𝜋a ∀a ∈ A�{w} requires that for all �w
1
∈ (

n

2
, n],

Given s1 > sm , the inequality is less likely to hold as �w
1
 falls. Substituting the minimum 

values of �w
1
=

n+1

2
 for n odd and �w

1
=

n

2
+ 1 for n even, and rearranging terms indicates 

that F is majoritarian if and only if

Because n can be any large finite number and s2 ≥ sm , the inequalities in (2) can be guaran-
teed to hold only when s2 = sm , leaving 2s1 > s2 + sm = 2s2 so s1 > s2. Thus, any majori-
tarian positional system F is defined by s1 > s2 = sm , which by Lemma 1 makes F equiva-
lent to plurality rule.

(1)𝜂w
1
s1 + (n − 𝜂w

1
)sm > (n − 𝜂w

1
)s1 + 𝜂w

1
s2.

(2)2s1 >

{

n(s2 − sm) + s2 + sm for all n odd

n(
s2−sm

2
) + s2 + sm for all n even.
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The proof can be generalized for all scoring rules by simple substitution of 
argmax (S�{s1}) for s2 and argmin (S) for sm throughout. Lemma 2 indicates that for F to 
be majoritarian requires argmax S = {s1} . Thus, any majoritarian scoring rule can be rep-
resented by s1 > argmax (S�{s1}) = argmin (S) , which again is equivalent to plurality by 
Lemma 1.   ◻

4  Application

Allowing n to be any finite number without an upper bound is key to explaining why the 
new proof indicates that amongst scoring rules, majoritarianism is limited to plurality. That 
criterion leaves open the possibility that other scoring rules are majoritarian for some fixed 
n. Indeed, that is true for the trivial cases of n ≤ 2 because majority agreement is then 
the same as unanimous agreement and any faithful scoring rule will select a unanimous 
top preference. Furthermore, any faithful scoring rule is equivalent functionally to major-
ity rule when m = 2. To avoid conflating the analysis with those trivial cases, we focus 
on m, n ≥ 3 in the rest of the paper. The scoring rules we analyze, as is true of all scor-
ing rules used in practice, are positional. Except where noted, we limit the discussion to 
positional systems, but generalizing to other types of scoring rules can be accomplished 
by substituting for s2 and sm throughout, in the same manner as explained in the theorem’s 
proof.

4.1  Majoritarian group sizes

We now determine the group size condition for a positional system to be majoritarian, as 
a function of the rank points assigned by the rule. We then demonstrate that various faith-
ful positional systems are majoritarian for small enough groups so that the property can be 
satisfied by restricting the number of voters.

The characterization of plurality rule indicates that for any scoring rule F other than 
plurality there exists at least one profile D∗ in which C(F,D∗) ≠ {w} despite 𝜂w

1
>

n

2
 . Solv-

ing (2) for n reveals that any faithful positional system (other than plurality3) will be major-
itarian for fixed n when

The caps on group sizes that will satisfy majoritarianism are related directly to the differ-
ence between the points assigned to a voter’s top two preferences, and inversely related to 
the difference between the points assigned to a voter’s second preference and the lowest 
ranked alternative.

We can use (3) to make comparisons among positional systems that possess the nec-
essary but not sufficient condition s1 = argmax [S] . To illustrate, we consider three such 
rules. For each, we substitute that rule’s point allocations s1, s2, sm into (3) to determine the 
needed restriction on n.

(3)
n <

{ 2s1−s2−sm

s2−sm
, for n odd

2(2s1−s2−sm)

s2−sm
, for neven.

3 We cannot derive (3) from (2) for plurality because it would require dividing by s2 − s
m
= 0.
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Faithful positional systems include: 

positive/negative  s1 = 1, sm = −1, sr = 0 for 1 < r < m.

Borda  sr = c − kr, k > 0

Dowdall  sr = 1∕r

 Positive/negative voting combines the majoritarian plurality rule with the unfaithful neg-
ative voting rule.4 As reported in Table  1, it will satisfy majoritarianism only when the 
group contains exactly four voters.

For Borda, the point differential between the top two ranks is k, but the difference in 
points assigned between the second and lowest rank will increase by k points for every 
alternative ranked between them. As more alternatives are added, the difference grows, 
making the right side of (3) smaller, thereby shrinking the range of permissible n. When 
no alternatives lie between the second and lowest rank, which is true only for m = 3, the 
difference in points matches the difference between the top and second preference ranks. 
Thus, for m = 3, Borda is equivalent to positive/negative.5 That is the only non-trivial case 
in which Borda will be majoritarian. The derived formulas presented in Table 1 indicate 
that for Borda, the general condition for majoritarian n is a decreasing function of m. For 
Borda, m = 3 → n(odd) < 3, n(even) < 6 , revealing that the only non-trivial groups must 
contain four persons to be majoritarian. The constraint binds immediately with the addi-
tion of just one new alternative; m = 4 → n(odd) < 2, n(even) < 4, so the only majoritarian 
groups are trivial (n < 3).

Dowdall assigns points by the inverse of the rank. It is used in the South Pacific island 
of Nauru to elect parliament, discussed initially by Reilly (2002) and analyzed further by 
Fraenkel and Grofman (2014). Dowdall represents weights generated from an harmonic 
series such that s = (1,

1

2
, ..,

1

m
). Thus, limm→∞sm → 0. For three alternatives, both positive/

negative and Borda are majoritarian only for voting groups of four persons, but Dowdall is 
majoritarian for all odd-sized groups up to seven and all even-sized groups up to 12. As the 
number of alternatives increase initially to four, the larger groups of 10 and 12 cease being 

Table 1  Combinations of m, n ≥ 3 satisfying majoritarianism

Notes. Combinations involving m < 3 or n < 3 are not shown because they are trivial cases for which all 
faithful scoring rules satisfy majoritarianism

General condition Majoritarian combinations

Scoring rule n odd n even m n
Positive/negative n < 3 n < 6 m ≥ 3 n = 4

Borda n <
m

m−2 n <
2m

m−2
m = 3 n = 4

Dowdall n <
3m−2

m−2
n <

6m−4

m−2
m = 3 n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12

m = 4 n = 3, 4, 6, 8

m = 5 n = 3, 4, 6, 8

m ≥ 6 n = 3, 4, 6

4 Negative voting is defined by s
m
= −1, s

r
= 0 for r < m.

5 Borda generates weights identical to positive/negative when m = 3 if c = 2 and k =1.
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majoritarian. An eight-person group is still majoritarian when a fifth alternative is consid-
ered, but not for a sixth. For any finite m, Dowdall will remain majoritarian for all groups 
of 3, 4, or 6 voters.

In sum, a group size of four is necessary and sufficient to ensure positive/negative voting 
is majoritarian, necessary but not sufficient for Borda to be majoritarian, and sufficient but 
not necessary for Dowdall to be majoritarian. Thus, whenever positive/negative or Borda 
are majoritarian, Dowdall likewise will be majoritarian and also will be majoritarian in 
additional groups sizes. Dowdall and positive/negative dominate Borda for a group of four 
voters; Dowdall dominates both Borda and positive/negative for groups of 3 or 6 voters.

Majoritarianism is not a function of m for positive/negative because the point 
differentials s1 − s2, and s2 − sm both remain fixed for any m > 2. Specifically, 
s1 − s2 = s2 − sm = 1. Thus, the restriction on group size does not vary for different values of m . 
For Borda and Dowdall, s1 − s2 is fixed for all m (Borda = 1, Dowdall = 1∕2 ) but larger sets 
of alternatives cause the gap in points between the second and bottom ranking to widen 
and, hence, the restriction for majoritarianism is less likely to be met. Any increase in 
the number of alternatives above three causes Borda to lose its only majoritarian group 
size ( n = 4 ) beyond the trivial cases wherein groups are limited to one or two voters only. 
Similarly, increases in the number of alternatives reduce the variety of majoritarian groups 
sizes for Dowdall (falling from 9 distinct sizes to four only, and then to three when m ≥ 6 
restricts Dowdall to being majoritarian only for n ∈ {3, 4, 6}).

4.2  Modifying Dowdall

As we have seen, (3) makes explicit that majoritarianism among positional systems 
depends on points assigned to three ranks only: top, second and bottom ranks. Limiting the 
analysis to m = 3 enables the majoritarian restriction (3) to be simplified further.

Any positional system F can be normalized on a [0,1] scale by creating an equivalent 
rule F′ using the transformation s�

r
=

sr−sm

s1−sm
, for all r. When m = 3 , every positional system 

can be represented by the point vector s′ = (1, �, 0) where � =
s2−s3

s1−s3
 . Rearranging terms, 

s2 = �s1 + (1 − �)s3 enabling s2 to be interpreted as a weighted average of s1 and s3 with � 
denoting the percentage weight from s1 . If � = 1 , then F′ (and F) is (are) not faithful and, 
hence, not majoritarian for any n. At the other extreme, � = 0 defines plurality, which is 
majoritarian for all n. Both Borda and positive/negative are normalized by � = 1∕2, whereas 
Dowdall is � = 1∕4 . Thus, the scoring vector for plurality is closer to normalized Dowdall 
than normalizations of Borda and positive/negative, which explains why Dowdall attains 
the plurality property of majoritarianism under larger sets of group sizes.

That result also suggests that for m = 3, any scoring rule such that 1
4
> s′

2
> 0 will be 

majoritarian for at least as many different groups as Dowdall; the number of majoritar-
ian group sizes tends to infinity as s′

2
→ 0. Consider an exponential modification of Dow-

dall, where for all r ∈ {1, ..,m}, sr = (
1

r
)x , x > 1. The modification maintains s1 = 1 , 

which is the same as plurality, yet for Dowdall s2 =
1

2
 , whereas for “exponential-x Dow-

dall” x → ∞ ⟹ s2 → 0 . Thus for sufficiently large x, exponential-x Dowdall creates 
(s1 − s2) = 1 − e, (s2 − sm) = e, where e is an arbitrarily small positive number, at which 
point practically any finite n will be majoritarian. Caps on group sizes for different values 
of x, as determined from calculations based on (3), are presented in Table 2. Caps for three 
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alternatives are reported along with convergent6 caps on group size that will be majoritar-
ian when no restrictions are imposed on the allowable number of alternatives. The group 
size limit for exponential-x Dowdall to be majoritarian is related inversely to the number of 
alternatives.

For exponential-2, Dowdall will be majoritarian for any group of up to a dozen voters, 
or as many as 22 for even-sized groups. The larger groups may violate majoritarianism as 
more alternatives are added, but the cap for ensuring majoritarianism converges to 8 (or up 
to 14 if group size is restricted to be even). As depicted in the penultimate column, when 
the number of alternatives is unregulated and the group size is not required to be even, 
each one unit increase in exponential power doubles the cap. Exponential-4 Dowdall will 
be majoritarian for any group up to 32 voters, sufficient for most committees, while expo-
nential-20 Dowdall will be majoritarian for elections in excess of 2 million voters. On the 
other hand, exponential-20 Dowdall sets s2 = 9.5E − 7 , making it practically equivalent to 
the much simpler plurality rule.

When V exceeds the cap, violations of majoritarianism are possible but can occur only in 
a profile for which a majority of voters has the same top preference. As before, let �∗ ⊂ � 
represent the set of all profiles such that there exists a w ∈ A ∶ 𝜂w

1
>

n

2
 . Assuming that voter 

preferences follow the Impartial Anonymous Culture condition,7 Diss et  al. (2018) show 
that more than half of all potential three-alternative profiles contain a majority preferred 
alternative; the probability limit converges to 0.56 as n → ∞.8 They also derive probabilities 
for conditional failures as a function of � , that is, the percentage of times C(F�,D) ≠ {w} 
out of all D ∈ �

∗ . Stratified by group size, Diss et al. (2018) find no failures for Borda (and 
by extension positive/negative) when n = 4 , consistent with the analytical derivation here. 
Otherwise, conditional failure rates range from 2.5% (n = 6) to 12.5% (n = 3) with a conver-
gence rate of 3.7% as n → ∞ . They did not estimate conditional failure rates for Dowdall, 
but the limiting probability can be computed from their general formula to converge to 0.3%. 

Table 2  Group sizes for which 
exponential-x Dowdall satisfies 
majoritarianism

Notes Author’s calculations using equation (3). An exponential-x 
Dowdall rule is defined as s

r
= (

1

r

)x, for all 1 ≤ r ≤ m

x m = 3 m unknown

All n ≤ All even n ≤ All n ≤ All even n ≤

2 12 22 8 14
3 20 40 16 30
4 38 76 32 62
5 72 144 64 126
10 2,084 4,166 2,048 4,094
20 2,097,782 4,195,563 2,097,152 4,194,302
25 67,111,520 134,223,040 67,108,864 134,217,726
30 2,147,494,846 4,294,989,692 2,147,483,648 4,294,967,294

6 Convergence is achieved when the integer value of the group size cap stabilizes, which occurs around five 
to six alternatives.
7 Under this condition, every distribution of voters on the m! linear orderings of A is equally likely to occur.
8 Their analytic formula yields probability = 0.5 for n = 4 and probability > 0.5 for all other n ≥ 3.
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El Ouafdi et al. (2020) extend some of those results to m = 4, finding that for large n, the 
probability of a profile containing an alternative ranked first by a majority is only 2% and 
Borda has a conditional failure rate below 1%. Using spatial modeling techniques to gener-
ate simulations for voter preferences over three alternatives, Plassmann and Tideman (2014) 
find that with as few as 10 voters, Borda (positive/negative) fails majoritarianism in less 
than 1% of the trials; for 11 voters, Borda (positive/negative) failures occur in 2% of the tri-
als. Overall, Plassmann and Tideman fit a declining sawtooth pattern as group size increases 
until converging asymptotically at about .04%. Note that their failure rates apply to the total 
number of simulated profiles, not just the profiles that are contained in the �∗ subset.

4.3  Non‑majoritarian faithful scoring rules for any n > 2

Lepelley’s (1992) proof indicates that for every scoring rule other than plurality, there 
exists a profile D ∈ � for which that rule violates majoritarianism. We do not know from 
the proof if various scoring rules violate the condition for one particular profile only or 
violate the condition routinely. Nor does the proof inform us whether or not certain group 
or alternative set sizes exist for which faithful positional systems might be immune from 
violating majoritarianism. Diss et al. (2018) show that for m = 3 , any 0 < 𝜆 ≤ 1 can result 
in a violation, indicating that plurality is unique among positional systems for its majori-
tarianism when three alternatives are available.9 However, that result does not indicate 
whether violations involving three alternatives can occur at all group sizes or if some are 
free of majoritarian failure for any faithful positional system. Nor can their derivation eas-
ily be extrapolated beyond three alternatives, although El Ouafdi et al. (2020) were able 
to push the envelope to a fourth alternative. We showed above that some specific faithful 
positional systems are majoritarian in very small groups. We now extend that result to all 
faithful positional systems for three alternatives and identify a class of positional systems 
that are not majoritarian for any group larger than two voters.

Applying the normalized weights for m = 3 to (3), a faithful positional system F is 
majoritarian if, for its normalized equivalent F′,

Solving for the normalized weights,

At the minimum odd and even non-trivial group sizes, n = 3 → 𝜆 <
1

2
, n = 4 → 𝜆 <

2

3
. 

Because majoritarian values of � in (5) are inversely related to group size within any odd 
sequence of n, or any even sequence of n, � ∈ [

2

3
, 1) are not majoritarian for any n > 2. 

Denormalizing s′ for all � ≥
2

3
 indicates that positional systems for which s2 ≥

2

3
s1 +

1

3
s3 

are not majoritarian for any n > 2 . Furthermore, we established previously from (3) that 

(4)
n <

{

2

𝜆
− 1, for n odd

4

𝜆
− 2, for n even.

(5)
𝜆 <

{

2

n+1
, for n odd

4

n+2
, for n even.

9 Non-positional scoring rules are not constrained by 0 < 𝜆 ≤ 1.
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caps on n for F to be majoritarian are decreasing in m, so if no cap is placed on n, making 
F majoritarian for three alternatives, F cannot be majoritarian for any m > 3.

5  Conclusion

It is known from Lepelley (1992) that plurality rule is the only social choice function 
(SCF) that satisfies anonymity, neutrality, reinforcement, continuity and majoritarianism 
over an unrestricted domain of linear preferences, making it the only majoritarian scor-
ing rule. Yet that result informs us only that any other scoring rule must fail to fulfill the 
majoritarian condition for at least one profile, but does not distinguish among the various 
scoring rules other than plurality or identify any domain restrictions that would expand the 
list of majoritarian scoring rules. We construct a proof different than Lepelley, relying on 
the fact that majoritarian rules are faithful, and derive a formula for determining the size of 
the group and number of alternatives for which a faithful scoring rule will be majoritarian. 
Applying the formula to three scoring rules, we find that Borda will satisfy majoritarian-
ism only when four persons choose among three alternatives. Positive/negative voting will 
satisfy majoritarianism for a four-person group only. but does not limit the number of alter-
natives. Dowdall will be majoritarian for all groups of three, four, or six voters regardless 
of how many alternatives are available, and also for some slightly larger groups when there 
are fewer than six alternatives.10

In the axiomatic treatment of social choice mechanisms, domain restrictions often are 
connected to preferences, by, for example, requiring voters to have single-peaked prefer-
ences in order for pairwise majority rule to be transitive for any finite number of voters 
and alternatives. Here we do the reverse by placing restrictions on the number of voters 
and alternatives such that no further domain restrictions on voter preferences are needed.11 
Either way, a voting rule does not necessarily violate a property in all profiles incompat-
ible with domain restrictions. Thus, determining that (aside from the trivial cases) only 
one combination of sizes for the voting group and alternative set exists for which Borda is 
majoritarian does not necessarily mean that it will fail to select the majoritarian alternative 
in all other cases. Rather, this result indicates only that among all profiles consisting of, for 
example, five voters and three alternatives, Borda will fail to be majoritarian for at least 
one of the profiles. And it will fail to be majoritarian for at least one profile comprised of 
five voters and four alternatives, and so on. Whether those failures are rare or ubiquitous 
is unknown. So, while positive/negative voting dominates Borda on majoritarianism for a 
group of four voters, it remains possible that for a five-person group, positive/negative fails 
majoritarianism more often than Borda. It could also be that positive/negative fails less 
often than Borda when six alternatives are available to the five-person group, but fails more 
often than Borda for larger sets of alternatives. We are unable to make comparisons except 
under restrictions when one of the rules is majoritarian.

A complementary approach is to assess the likelihood of encountering a property fail-
ure by constructing profiles of voter preferences drawn from a pre-established distribution. 
A variety of properties have been examined within such a framework going back several 

10 In this section, we ignore the trivial cases of fewer than three persons or three alternatives because all 
faithful scoring rules will be majoritarian under those conditions.
11 To be precise, no restrictions are needed beyond the standard assumptions that voter preferences are 
complete, asymmetric, and transitive.
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decades, but applied only recently to majoritarianism. Plassmann and Tideman (2014) esti-
mate failure rates of majoritarianism (and several other properties) for a variety of voting 
rules, but Borda and plurality are the only faithful scoring rules included in their analy-
sis.12 Diss et al. (2018) derive a series of analytical solutions for determining the likelihood 
of Borda failures conditional on the existence of a majority-preferred alternative, and find 
Borda’s conditional failure rate to be quite modest for large n. As is true for much of the lit-
erature adopting similar methods, both studies are limited to only three alternatives owing 
to the difficulties of establishing the distribution of linear preference orders from which 
to draw voters. Exploiting new advances in software, El Ouafdi et al. (2020) were able to 
develop analytical representations of the probability of majoritarian failures by Borda for 
four alternatives.

The comparisons developed herein suggest that it would be useful to extend the litera-
ture in two ways. First, techniques adopted for studying three alternatives could be applied 
to additional faithful scoring rules, in particular Dowdall, to determine if its ability to sat-
isfy majoritarianism for various group sizes that Borda or positive/negative do not also 
translates into smaller likelihoods of a violation on other group sizes for which none of the 
rules satisfy that property. Second, we show that when expanding the set of alternatives 
while keeping group size fixed at four, positive/negative maintains majoritarianism, but 
Borda does not. Because Borda and positive/negative are equivalent for three alternatives, 
a comparison of their failure rates for four alternatives across various group sizes would be 
informative.

Our results also suggest an additional exercise involving Dowdall. Because plurality is 
majoritarian, whereas Borda is not, then by definition plurality dominates Borda on the cri-
terion of selecting the majority winner when one exists. Furthermore, an alternative ranked 
first by a majority of voters when all alternatives are ranked, also will be the Condorcet 
alternative, i.e., the alternative majority preferred in any ranking involving just one other 
alternative.13 Yet, under a variety of different distributional assumptions and simulation 
methods, studies consistently have found the Condorcet alternative, when one exists, to 
be the Borda winner more often than it is the plurality winner (see Gehrlein and Lepelley 
2017 for a recent survey). We conclude by noting that Dowdall can be made majoritarian 
under weaker domain restrictions on the allowable numbers of voters and alternatives, than 
what must be invoked for positive/negative voting or Borda. It therefore would be interest-
ing to see if Dowdall’s dominance over positive/negative and Borda on certain group and 
alternative sizes, carries over to selecting the Condorcet alternative, or if Dowdall suffers a 
fate similar to plurality rule in that regard.
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